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Abstract. The term “COVID” is breaking the hearts of the entire human
community. The Corona virus is more infectious and is exceptionally irresistible, it
is vital to isolate the patients and yet the specialists need to screen Corona virus
patients as well. With the expanding increase in the number of Corona cases, the
doctors find it difficult to keep track on the medical issue of isolated patients. To
address this issue, we designed a distant IOT based screen framework, that
considers observing of numerous Corona virus patients over the web. The system
uses temperature sensor, respiratory sensor and pulse oximeter to measure the
health parameters of the patients. If any oddity is detected in patient’s health, the
patient presses the emergency help button which we installed in our system. This
will alert the doctor and the care taker over IOT remotely. Our system thus
provides a safe health monitoring design, in order to prevent the disease spreading
through Corona virus and monitoring the individual health of each patient.
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1. Introduction
Corona virus has made the requirement for populace level screening, and telemedicine
is obviously situated to empower this. As telemedicine has developed in the course of
the most recent decade, distant checking arose as another and incredible methodology.
Corona virus requires scaled co-operations with populaces in close to continuous.
Distant checking has explicit operational and configuration includes that are
appropriate for the COVID-19, particularly the offbeat correspondence. Checking can
be utilized specifically to accumulate pandemic information and acquire continuous
clinical input. As telemedicine proceeds to develop and advance, distant checking is
arising as an important instrument for payers, suppliers, and general wellbeing
authorities the same [1]. Thus this system helps in monitoring the quarantine people’s
health remotely with the help of IOT and wireless sensor network. Each patient will be
enabled with the test kit with them. The system will continuously monitor the patient
health parameters like heartbeat, temperature, and blood pressure values [2-3]. Once
the value reaches any abnormal value the system will send an intimation to the doctor
or care taker with the help of WSN network. Then the care taker can take immediate
action. Corona virus is compelling a prompt re-examination and encounter with how to
deal with such episodes. Innovation and our advanced society have on a very basic
level empowered telemedicine, and now it is show time for such new modalities of
"computerized wellbeing" to perform and succeed.
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2. Existing System
a. Problem 1
In the existing system, health parameters of the patients cannot be monitoredremotely.
b. Problem 2
With the increase in number of patients, it is hard to screen them exclusively. And
more specialists and medical attendants need to remain in the zone all the time to deal
with the patients.
c. Problem 3
In the case that the patient under isolation leaves the zone, the information can't be
passed.
d. Problem 4
This framework doesn’t have any alert to the patient in isolation, as for any help, they
cannot demand for it. This may prompt extreme issues.
3. Proposed Method






Doctors get instant alert using an automatic health monitoring system.
Reduces the time consumption of checking all the patients.
Doctors can monitor the patients remotely without the risk of infection.
In case if the patient under isolation leaves the conceded zone, the information will
be passed to care taker and doctors using WSN.
When the food is received in the right time a button is pressed by the patient for
affirmation reason, where the time is known by RTC.

4. Block Diagram
Our Proposed system performs remote monitoring of patient health parameters using
IOT and panic alert is sent to doctors as well as family members. To forestall the
spreading of illness by giving programmed observing pack to every tolerant that will
get the specialists far from the patient. In our Proposed system, Emergency help button
is provided if any oddity detected which helps to send an alert through IOT remotely.
The block diagram for the Patient section is depicted in Figure 1 and monitoring
section is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Patient Section

Figure 2. Monitoring Section
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The Zigbee is utilized in our proposed system, for controlling and checking the patient
conditions from outside. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board subject to the
ATmega328P is used in our prototype model [3-5]. The program coding is written for
various operations to be done in our proposed system using Embedded C and is being
burned in the Arduino chip. We employ LM35 temperature sensors in our project
which helps to yield voltage comparing with the standard reference temperature [6-8].
The Respiration Sensor is used in our proposed system, to screen stomach or thoracical
breathing in biofeedback applications.
The Respiration Sensor can be worn over dress which may be of 1 or 2 layers of pieces
of clothing between the sensor and the skin. The Respiration Sensor is ordinarily
situated in the stomach area, with the central piece of the sensor. The sensor should be
set tight enough to prevent inadequacy of pressing factor. Pulse Sensor is a
masterminded fitting for Arduino which we employ in our system.
The sensor cuts onto a fingertip or ear tendon and connects directly into Arduino with
some jumper joins [9-11]. On the front there is a round opening, which is the place
where the LED exudes from the back. The LED focuses light into the fingertip, ear
tendon or other fine tissue, and sensor examines the light that weaves back. The Real
Time Clock (RTC)gives specific time and date which will be useful for monitoring the
patient and for giving food, medicines at proper time without any delay and thereby
informed the doctors and care taker[12-15].The circuit diagram of our proposed system
with the sensors is shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. Circuit connections of the Proposed System

5. Results and Discussions
Our device monitors the breathing level, temperature and heart beat level of the
COVID patientsand the controller checks for the abnormal value continuously.If any
abnormally detected, alert is sent to the doctor or care taker with the help of WSN
network for taking immediate action. The Prototype model of our proposed system is
shown in the Figure 4 and the output programming results of the Patient conditions is
shown in the Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Prototype Model of Our Proposed System

Figure 5. Output Programming Results

6. Conclusion
The current work was focused for vast major part around making life more worth for
the people who affected by corona and subsequently kept in isolation. This new system
has been made to diminish crafted by trained professionals and moreover the
possibilities of ailment spreading. The structure has a twofold impact of both noticing
and invigorating the checked data to the subject matter experts or to the regulators
appropriated in the facilities in corona ward during the time of the pandemic situation.
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